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2-4 Number and operations 5 Algebraic arguments 6-8 Geometry and measuring points, lines, line segments, rays and angles (4-V.3) Parallel, perpendicular and intersecting lines (4-V.4) Set parallel, perpendicular and intersecting lines (4-V.5) Acute, right, blunt and straight corners (4-Y.1) Angles 90, 180, 270, and 360 degrees (4-Y.4) Classified triangles (4-
W.3) Classified triangles: acute, obtuse and law (4) 9 Data analysis 10 Personal financial literacy This is a 3-class math goal mastery folder. It includes pages of more than 20 math goals in the third grade. Our school has IXL, TenMarks, Motivational Mathematics, STAAR Master, Fast Focus, and other STAAR resources. None of these resources are
included, just tracking them. But every page page 2Oh no! We did not find any ixl%20fourth%20grade%20math results. Check the spelling and try again. 4.G Geometry points, lines, line segments, rays and angles (4-V.3) Parallel, perpendicular and intersecting lines (4-V.4) Set parallel, perpendicular and intersecting lines (4-V.5) Parallel side quadrilateral (4-
W.4) Acute, right, blunt, and straight corners (4-Y.1) 4.MD measurement and data 4.NF number and operation-fraction 4.NBT number and operation base ten 4.OA operations and algebraic thinking 4.OA operation and algebraic thinking 4.NBT number and operation base ten 4. NF number and operations — the points of measurement of fraction 4.MD and
the geometry of 4.G data, lines, line segments, rays and angles (4-V.3) parallel, Perpendicular and intersecting lines (4-V.4) Set parallel, perpendicular and intersecting lines (4-V.5) Parallel sides in quads (4-W.4) Acute, right, blunt, and straight corners (4-Y.1) Common basic state standards © Copyright 2010. National Governors Association Best Practice
Centre and Council of Chief Public Schools Officials. All rights reserved ID: 12355 You are here: Home → Worksheets → Class 4 This is a comprehensive collection of free printable math worksheets grade 4, organized by topics such as subtraction, mental math, local value, multiplication, division, long division, factors, measurement, fractions, and decimal.
They are randomly generated, printed from the browser and include a response key. Worksheets support any fourth math program, but work especially well with the GRADE IXL 4 math curriculum and their brand new lessons at the bottom of the page. Worksheets are randomly generated every time you click on the link below. You can also get a new one by
simply updating the page in the browser (press F5). You can print them directly from the browser window, but first check how it looks in Print Preview. If the worksheet doesn't fit on the page, adjust the margin, header, and footer in your browser page setup settings. option is to adjust the scale to 95% or 90% in print preview. Some browsers and printers have
the Print option to fit which is zoom in on the worksheet to match the print area. All worksheets are provided with the reply key on page 2 of the file. Mental addition 3-digit numbers addition, 2 accessories 3-digit numbers added, 3 accessories 3-digit addition, 4 additions 3-digit numbers, 5 additions 4-digit numbers, 2 accessories adding 4-digit numbers, 3
additions 4-digit numbers, 4 additions 4-digit numbers, 5 additions Adding 5 and 6-digit numbers, 2 additions to 5 and 6 digit numbers , 3 attachments Add 5 and 6 digit numbers, 4 attachments Create four-digit number of parts (print at a level) Find missing location value from 4 digit number (print at landscape) Create 5 digit number of parts (print landscape)
Find missing location value from 5 digits number Create 6-digit number from parts Find missing location value from 6 digits number round to nearest ten , over 1000 rounds to the nearest hundred, over 10 000 rounds to the nearest thousand, over 10 000 round to the nearest ten thousand, over 1000 000 Mixed rounding problems 1 - round to nearest 10 or
100 mixed rounding problems 2 - round to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000 Mixed rounding problems 3 - as above, but rounding up the underlined digit mixed rounding problems 4 - rounded to the nearest 10 , 100, 1000 or 10 000 per 1,000,000 mixed rounding problems 5 - rounding any place value over 1000 000 It is absolutely optional because the Romans are
not included in the common basic standards. Mental multiplication multiplication tables 2-10, Random Facts Multiplication Table 2-12, Random Facts Multiplication Table 2-10, Missing Factor Multiplication Table 2-12, Missing Factor Multiply Single Digits by All Dozens Multiply single-digit number by healthy hundreds Multiply single digits by healthy tens or
hundreds Multiply single digits by one digit, whole or healthy hundreds of the same as above , but the missing factor The same as above , but also including the healthy thousands As above, multiply the missing factor in paragraphs 1: single digit number by 2 digits Multiply by parts 2: number one digit by number almost one hundred Multiply 3 parts: single
number by 3-digit number Transaction sequence: add, subtract, multiply and parentheses – three operations order Operations order : Add, subtract, multiply and parentheses – four operations Multiply in columns 2 digits by 1 digits 3 digits from 1 digits 4 digits from 1 digits 2 digits 2 digits mental section fact practice (Tables 1-10) Chapter fact practice (tables 1
to 12) Missing dividends or stakeholders (basic Divide by 10 or 100 Divide by all tens or hundreds divide all dozens and entire hundreds of total 1 digits of the number mentally section with the rest over 1-100, based on the basic facts of the chapter, and the rest – 1 to 100 squares, and the rest , divider the entire ten sections with the rest, divider the entire
hundred order operations: add, subtract, multiply, divide, and in brackets - three to three Transaction order: Add, subtract, multiply, divide, and parentheses - four operations Transaction order: add, subtract, multiply, divide and brackets - five operations Long division facts practice (using long partition symbol) Long split, 2-digit dividends, 1-digit divider, exact
square Longpart, 2-digit dividends, 1-digit divider, remaining possible Long Division, 3-digit dividends, 1-digit divider, exact square long square, exact square Long Square , 3-digit dividends, 1-digit divider, remaining possible Long Squares, 4-digit dividends, 1-digit divider, exact square Long division, 4-digit dividends, 1-digit divider, balances possible factors
Units of measure Ordinary units Metric units These worksheets are slightly outside the common basic standards for Class 4 and are optional. Convert between millimeters and centimeters (e.g. 34 mm = ___ cm ____ mm) Convert between centimeters and meters (for example, 2 m 65 cm = _____ cm) Mixed practice of two above (millimeters, Centimeters
and meters) Convert between meters and kilometers (e.g. 2,584 m = ____ km _____ m) Mixed practice from the above (mm, cm, m and km) Convert between milliliters and litres (for example, 2,584 ml = ____ L _____ ml) Convert between grams and kilograms (for example) , 5 kg 600 g = ________ g) Mixed two of the above practices: ml and l and g &amp;
kg All metric units mentioned above are mixed practices Convert from one inch to foot and foot (e.g. 35 inches = ___ ft ___ in.) Convert Full Miles &amp; foot or yards Convert between ounces &amp; pounds (e.g. 62 oz = ___ lb ___ oz) Convert between cups, pints, quarts and gallons All the above usual units - mixed practice parts Fraction Fraction
Subtraction fraction into mixed numbers or vv. Comparing fractions Equivalent fractions Decimal supplement Decimal subtraction If you want to have more control over functions such as problem number of problems or font size or spacing problems, or number range, just click on the following links to use worksheet generators for yourself: PreK, Kindergarten,
1st, 3nd, 3nd, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, HomeschoolPage 2PreK, Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 12th, 3PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3th, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Homescho Recol Recommendations Jump to Lessons IXL offers hundreds of fourth-grade math skills to explore and learn! Not sure where to start?
Go to your personal recommendations wall and choose skills that seem interesting! IXL offers hundreds of fourth grade math skills to explore and learn! Not sure where to start? Go to your personal recommendations wall and choose skills that seem interesting! F. Mixed operations 1 Add, subtract, multiply, and divide 2 Comparison word issues: addition or 4
Supplement, subtraction, multiplication, and section word problems 5 Evaluate totals, differences, products, and quotient: Word issues in Word 6 with additional or missing information 7 Solve word problems using guessing and checking 8 Multilevel word problems related to subtraction 9 Multi-step word problems with bars charts 10 Use ribbon charts to
image and solve multi-step word problems 11 12 Multilevel word problems related to balances 13 Multi-step word problems: Set up reasonable answers 14 Number of specific amounts , difference, product or quotient 15 Mentally add and subtract numbers that end with zeros 16 Write numeric expressions : one operation 17 Perform multiple operations with
healthy numbers These lessons will help you freshen up important math topics and prepare you to immerse yourself in skill practice! Practice!
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